NESPLORA EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS

ICE CREAM

AGE and NORMS
Ice cream can be
applied from 8 to
80 years of age.
The normative is
representative, the
sample has 1240
people.
TIME

What is Ice Cream?

The test’s length
is variable, usually
ranging from 24 to 32
minutes.

Ice Cream is a test for the assessment
of executive functions in people over
8 years of age.
Executive functions can be assessed
in a virtual environment with elements
from everyday life that provide ecological
validity to the assessment and increase
cooperation. This means that it is as close
as possible to assessing the person in their
real environment, subjecting them to a task
in which planning, cognitive flexibility and
memory are tested, which maximises the
external and ecological validity of the test.

ADVANTAGES
Virtual reality allows
us to increase the
ecological validity,
decrease evaluator
and administration
bias and causes
real immersion,
increasing motivation
and decreasing false
negatives.
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RELIABILITY

VALIDITY

SENSITIVITY

All the main test variables have
an excellent result for McDonald’s
*Omega coefficient, yielding a reliability of between 97% and 85%.

It is concluded that the variables
define the constructs well and determine the validity and reliability of the
test scales in an excellent way.

Studies are currently being studies
are currently being conducted with
ASD populations, diseases neurodegenerative diseases and convergent
with IQ

NESPLORA EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS ICE CREAM

PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES
Ice Cream is the most sensitive, accurate and specific test
for the assessment of EEFF without ceiling or floor effect,
with high predictive value and reliability.

Reliability

Ice Cream presents certain special characteristics which,
in some respects, bring it closer to an “adaptive” type of
test, since the time of presentation between stimuli, their
frequency, etc. depend on the sequence of responses given
by the person. In many respects it could be said that the
subject may in fact be responding to a “different” test. This,
which considerably improves the ecological validity of the
test and its actual effectiveness, makes it difficult, however,
to estimate the reliability of all the scales measured, at
least in what is traditionally understood as the reliability
coefficient of a test. Therefore, it is only possible to estimate
the classical reliability of significant scales, which are
between 0.85 and 0.97.
The assessment of executive functions is a central aspect of
neuropsychological assessment. For a reliable assessment,
the traditional strategy followed for the assessment
of executive functions has been their atomisation into
different cognitive sub-processes. However, in clinical
practice, it is often artificial to break down a global and
complex cognitive process such as this into an infinite
number of related subcomponents. Thus, tests designed
according to this paradigm are often of little value for
clinical procedures (diagnosis, rehabilitation design) due
to their poor correspondence with the clinical reality of the
subject or patient. The aims of this paper are to review the
concept of ecological validity applied to the assessment of
executive functions and to critically review the assessment
of executive functions using multitasking paradigms as a
means of increasing ecological validity and predictive value
of the subject’s functional performance.
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Executive functions encompass a broad set of selfregulatory functions that enable the control, organisation
and coordination of other cognitive functions, emotional
responses and behaviours. The traditional approach
to assessing these functions, typically through
neuropsychological pencil-and-paper tests, may show
some patients performing better than expected or within
normal limits, yet observe difficulties in everyday life. These
discrepancies suggest that classical neuropsychological
tests may not adequately reproduce the complexity and
dynamic nature of real-life situations. Recent developments
in the field of virtual reality offer interesting options in
the neuropsychological assessment of many cognitive
processes. Virtual reality reproduces three-dimensional
environments with which the patient interacts dynamically,
with a sense of immersion in the environment similar to

the presence and exposure to a real environment. In addition,
the presentation of these stimuli, as well as distractors or other
variables, can be systematically controlled. In addition, more
consistent and accurate responses can be obtained, and allow
for detailed analysis of these responses. This review shows the
current problems of neuropsychological assessment of executive
functions and the latest advances in achieving greater accuracy
and validity in the assessment through innovative technologies
and virtual reality, with special mention of some developments
carried out in Spain.
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